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AXLYSIS OF THE DRAG COMPONEMS
OF THE AHGIZD ARROW PRO;ECTILE
Prepared byt
V. Halbmillion

ABSTRACT: This Report presents an analytical study of the drag components
of the Angled Arrow Projectile under wind-tunnel testing conditions. Numerical results have been obtained for a range of Mach numbers between 1.5 and
4.5, and comparisons made with experimental data.
The estimated results are in good agreement with experimental data, but
similar studies on other missiles will have to be made before it can be
ascertained that the method of analysis is fully reliable.
Of the drag
components for the bare body, the contribution of the base pressure seem
to be subject to the greatest uncertainty. In the case of wind-tunnel
tests, the importance of the wave drag increases rapidly with the Mach
number and contributes close to one-half of the total drag coefficient at
X - 4.5. The behaviour of the base pressure drag is complicated by a
strong Reynolds number effect, but its contribution drops rapidly at high
Mach numbers. As the Mach number increases, the nature of the boundary
layer around the missile changes from turbulent to laminar, with a corresponding drop of the skin friction coefficient, but once the boundary
layer has stabilized, the contribution of the skin friction increases with
the Mach number.
In the case of the finned body, the base pressure drag is again a very
important factor, presently intractable analytically, and for which very
few experimental data are available. ' The increase in drag due to the
presence of the fine is considerable, varying from 50 to 70 percent of
the bare body drag within the Mach number range considered (1.86 to 4.50).
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The present Report is the first step in an attempt to predict analytically
the drag characteristics of a finned missile. It considers the missile
drag components at zero angle of attack of the missile relative to the
air stream and zero angle of incidence of the fins relative to the body.
The method presented in this Report is used to estimate the drag of the
Angled Arrow Projectile under wind-tunnel testing conditions.
This Report is for information only. It should be considered as of a
preliminary nature, and the method presented will probably be modified
and improved as the work proceeds.
The work presented in this Report falls under the task number
NOL-Re3f-614-1-52.

EDWARD L. WOODYARD
Captain, USN
Commander

H. H. KURZWEG, Chief
Aeroballistic Research Department
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ALYSIS OF THE DRAG COMPONENTS
Or THE ANGLED ARROW PROJXCTIIZ

INTIIODUCTI ON
1. The general purpose of the task, of which this Report presents the
part, ts to determine the various components of the drag of a finned
first
missile under both wind-tunnel and free-flight conditions. The final
goal is to establish an analytical method of predicting the total drag
under any flight or test conditions, and the influence of the Reynolds
number on the final result. It Is hoped In this way to get the answers
to problems such as the following:
a.
Given a certain finned missile, to determine the relative
contributions of the wave drag, the skin friction, the base pressure,
the fins, and how the ratios are affected by a change of scale.
b. Knowing the drag experimentally from, say, wind-tunnel tests, to
predict the drag on the full-scale missile.
c. To permit the rapid estimation of a change in drag due to a minor
change in the missile configuration, like a change in the leading edge
sweep angle of the fins.
d. To draw conclusions on the possible means of reducing the drag of
a given missile.
e. To establish a basis of comparison between the drags of different
missiles.
2. The total drag coefficient of a finned missile in composed of the drag
coefficient of the body alone (assuming the fine nonexistent) and the
drag coefficient due to the presence of the fins. The latter drag is a
complex combination involving:
a.

The wave drag.

b.

The skin friction.

c.

The drag due to the normal force, also called lift drag.

d. The effect of the fins on the body drag (and especially the base
pressure drag).
1
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e.

The effect of the body on the drag of the fins.

f. The cross-flow over body and fins, existing only when the missile
flies with a certain angle of attack.

Part I
PM

Comnonents for the Body Alone

3. The present report limits itself to the calculation of the drag components
at zero angle of attack. These components for the body alone are as follows:
a.
The wave or pressure drag, resulting from the pressure distribution
created along the body.
b.
layer.

The skin friction drag, due to the viscous forces in the boundary

c. The base drag, resulting from the partial vacuum created in
wake behind the body.

the

These various components will be examined in detail and estimated separately.
4. The original body shape of the Angled Arrow Projectile (AUP), as tested
in the NOL wind-tunnels, is composed of a tangent ogival nose of 16.25
calibers followed by a cylindrical afterbody. In the geometry of missiles,
the diameter of the body is often taken as a unit of length and called a
caliber. A "caliber number" of 16.25 indicates, therefore, that the radius
of the arc of the circle generating the ogival nose is equal to 16.2.5 times
the missile diameter.
There Is no boat-tail at the end of the cylindrical
portion, so that the base area Is equal to the maximum cross-sectional
area of the bare body. The length of the cylindrical portion is six calibers,
It can be shown from simple geometric considerations (reference (a)) that if
Nc is the caliber number of an ogive, its axial length Is given by V/N'W4
Therefore, the length of the ogival nose is four calibers, and the total
length of the missile is ten calibers.
The Body Wave Drag

5.

Of all the drag components, the wave drag Is the one which t the most
susceptible of a rigorous analytical treatment. In order to compute the
wave drag, it is necessary to know the pressure distribution over all the
surfaces whose normal is not perpendicular to the direction of motion.
This results from the definition of the drag itself. In the case of a nonyawing missile, which we are considering here, only the pressure distribution
on the ogival portion of the missile Is required, up to the point of tangency.

2
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6.

There is no simple analytical way to determine the pressure distribution
around a given ogive at a given Mach number. But just as in the case of
other pointed bodies of revolution, the pressure distribution can be
determined with practically any degree of accuracy required by using the
method of characteristics. The main drawback of the method is the very
considerable amount of work involved, which makes it necessary at present
to resort to one of the three approximate methods listed below.
Approximate Methods for the Determination
of Pressure Distributions on Ogives
7. One method of obtaining a fairly rapid approximation of the value of
the drag of an ogive is given by E. R. C. Miles in reference (b). Miles
assumes that the pressure at the tip of the ogival nose is equal to that
on a cone of the same nose angle, and therefore calculable by the classical
theory of Taylor-Maccoll.
He also assumes that, along the ogive, the Ar/4,
In other words, P/q, is of the
varies linearly with the axial distance x.
form om+b, where a is obtained empirically from experimental data, and b
is the value of the wave drag coefficient for a cone of the same angle as
the ogival angle at the nose tip, as computed by the method of Taylor-Maccoll.
The formula for the wave drag offered by Miles is then
=W

7 (M

18Wi

In this formula, M is the free-stream Mach number, and A is the "slenderness'
ratio, which is implicitly defined by Miles as the ratio of the axial length
of the ogive to the radius of the body at the point of tangency between ogive
and cylinder.
;k is then equal to twice the axial length of the ogive
expressed in calibers. The factor b can be obtained from the original curves
of Taylor-Maccoll (reference (c)). These curves give b as a function of the
Mach number, with the semi-nose-angle of the cone as the parameter. They
have been reproduced in reference (b). Miles limits the practical use of
his formula to Mach numbers between 1.5 and 4, and to half-cone-angles between
100 and 280, which covers all ogives likely to be found in practice.
8. Though the assumption of the linear variation of 4
with the axial
distance along the ogive could be subject to argument, comparison of the
wave drag values obtained by Miles' formula with results calculated by other
methods as well as with experimental data, seems to indicate that within the
limitations stated by Miles, the formula given by him is sufficiently
accurate for most practical purposes.

3
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9, Another way of determining the pressure distribution on the ogival
nose ts to use the method presented by the author in reference (a). It
i based on the fact, noted by Fowler and French in reference (d), that
conditions along an ogival none can be approximated by taking the conditions at the point in question to be the same as those along a cone which
is tangent to the ogive at that point, and determining the pressure by the
Taylor-Maccoll method of reference (c). Reference (a) presents a complete
set of curves enabling one to determine the pressure ratio e/p as a function of the tangent cone angle. These curves are based on experimental
data and values calculated by the method of characteristics, but the methods
of correlation and extrapolation took into account the form of variation of
the pressure ratio as a function of Mach number and cone angle, as computed
by the Taylor-Maccoll theory. A typical pressure distribution on a
14-caliber ogive determined by the method of reference (a) is shown In
Figure 1 of the present report.
10. Because it is more closely related to the actual experimental data,
this method should prove to be more accurate than the one previously
described, except perhaps for ogives of high fineness ratio at low Mach
numbers. So far, all checks against other experimental data as well as
results computed by the method of characteristics indicate a very satisfactory
correlation in the range of Mach umbers between 1.5 and 5. Not enough data
are available to check the method at higher Mach numbers.
11. A third method of getting the pressure distribution around the ogival
nose ts based on the bypersonic similarity rule, which states that for
hypersonic flow about slender, pointed, similarly shaped bodies* of different
fineness ratios, the pressure distribution depends only on the similarity
parameter K, which is the ratio of the Mach number to the fineness ratio L/D.
Inounced first by H. S. Tsien in reference (e), this rule was later found
to be applicable to a wide range of Mach numbers, even in the low supersonic
range. (See in particular references (f) and (g)). The hypersonio similarity
rule applies to rotational flow, and therefore the pressure distributions
with rotation effects included are a function of the similarity parameter K
only. This result has been specifically demonstrated for the case of the
cylindro-ogival body, The influence of rotation, due to the existence of an
entropy gradient normal to the streamlines, has been discussed in reference (g).
The error in drag due to neglecting rotation increases rapidly with the
similarity parameter K,,,being negligible at K - 0.5, but amounting to about
30% of the total drag at K - 2 (reference (g)). For our present AP missile,
K is equal to 0.375 at a M4ch number of 1.5 and 1.125 at X - 4.5. The
contribution of rotation at X = 1.5 is therefore negligible, but may be of
the order of 10 of the total wave drag at N = 4.5.

*Similarly shaped bodies are defined as those having the same thickness
distribution along the length.
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12. The bypersonic similarity rule represents a poverful Instrument for
It actually implies that, if
the calculation of pressure distributions.
the pressure distribution or drag is

known for a given body, the same Is

known for all similarly shaped bodies having the wse value of the
References (f) and (g) indicate how this similarity
similarity parameter.
rule can be used to calculate the pressure on the ogival nose as a function
of the similarity parameter K and of the axial distance from the nose tip.
H&nce, one may obtain the curves presented in Figure 2 of this report and
reproduced from Figure 8(a) of reference (g).
13. The similarity method, taking the rotational effect systematically
into account, shoul4 prove the most accurate of the three methods at high
Mach numbers.
It is not applicable, however, in the low Mach number range.
Its range of applicability has been plotted as a function of the fineness
ratio of the ogive In reference (g). It can, however, be grossly expressed
thus: the hypersonic similarity rule can be applied to any ogive vith a
fineness ratio larger than 2.5 and for Mach numbers larger than 2. As the
fineness ratio of the ogival nose of the ALP, (being equal to its axial
length expressed in calibers), to equal to 4, the wave drag can be computed
by the similarity rule for any Nach number above 2.

Determination of the Wave Drag from the Pressure Distribution
14. Consider on the ogival nose of the missile (Figure 3) a very thin
annulus limited by two neighboring parallels. On that annulus, two neighboring meridians will determine with the parallels a small elemental area.
If dc Is the length of the element along the parallels, and d its
length
along the meridians, the elemental area Is equal to da.dc. The pressure
exerted on this element has a component px in the direction of motion (see
Figure 4) and if
I
in the angle of the elemental surface with the
direction of motion, the drag component on the elemental area Is

CD -- p. sin + drn •c.
If the radii of the parallel* delimiting the annulus are r and r + dr
respectively, the following relationship holds (see Figure 5):

cir =

-rn
sin

Therefore: dD= p.c.&rand the total wave drag,,on the ogive is
given by:

R

ar-

Dwf1

R

r=R

2)f
,p

0

Irl0

where R is the mxium radius of the ogive.
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It cm be seen, tbreforeg that if r2 Is plotted on & graph in abscissas
and the corresponding valu, of the surface pressure Is plotted in ordinates,
the value of the wave drag my be obtained from a determination of the area
under the curve. In practice the surface pressure Is given in the form

where p t

P./)1 or in a similar form, (pd-pl) /'

the surface pressure

and pl the pressure of the undisturbed stream. Phe radius r is given by
the function representing the oCival contour, ie.:

+ V Nc(X-1Nc)

r

where No Is the caliber number of the ogive, and z and y the coordinates
of one of its points expressed in calibers. If the tangent cone angle
method is used, the procedure i then the following: several values of x
are chosen so as to eover the axial length of the ogIve with equal intervals.
For each value of z, the corresponding value of the equivalent half-coneangle I is obtained either from the tables of reference (a) or from the
equation:

-d:fLn

=

./Nc-Y4

J c2 (X-v

-)

For each value of Q thne obtained, a value of the pressure ratio P9/Pl
can be determined from the curves of reference (a).
Also for each value
of z seleote4, a value of y and of

against y2.

fZ

is obtained, and P./Pl

The procedure is analogous if

is plotted

the similarity method is used,

and in both cases a curve of the shape illustrated in Figure 6 is obtained.
It will be observed that a partial vacum exists near the Junction of the
ogive with the cylinder. As only a surface pressure above that of the free
stream can contribute positively to the wave drag, the procedure will then
be to measure the area ABCDA and subtract from it the area of the rectangle

CDI.

The value of the Integral multiplied by iTrp 1 will then give the

value of the wave dreg.
Nunerical Results for the Wave Drag Coefficient
15. Calculations for the AAP were made using the tangent cone method to
obtain the pressure distribution, and measuring the areas with a planimeter.
The results obtained for the wave drag coefficient ODr are as follow:
Table I
Wave Drag Coefficient at Wind-Tunnel ftch Numbers

0.051

SZCURIT

I

0.051

0.8

INFORMATION

o.048

OOIDEZMIAL
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This coefficient is referred to the maximum diameter of the ogive, i.e.,
the diameter of the tangent cylinder. The skin friction and the base drag
coefficients will be referred to the same area. Being independent of the
air density and of the Reynolds number, the above results are valid for
full-scale free-flight tests as well an for wind-tunnel and aerodynamic
range tests.

The Skin Friction Coefficient
16. For the sake of simplification, skin friction analyses are usually
made by assuming that the missile is replaced by a flat plate of the same
over-all length. We shall consider separately the cases of the laminar
and the turbulent boundary layers.

laminar Skin Friction
17. The laminar skin friction on a flat plate can be obtained by the
following simple formula, presented on page 8 of reference (n):

= 1.328- 0.0217 MVIJ
where Cf is the skin friction coefficient referred to the unit area of
The skin friction is affected by a change of scale or a
wetted skin.
refer
The present numerical calculation vill
change in density conditions.
to wind-tunnel tests only.
18. The length of model used in wind-tunnel testing was 13 in. The
Reynolds number per foot of model, and hence the Reynolds number for the
model, are given by the following table, the Mach numbers being those of

wind-tunnel tests::
X

1.86

2.5

3.2i4

+10

3.10

2.202

3.36

2.38

4.

Re (millTons)
ver foot
Re for model

1

4.44

1

1.20

In order to convert the skin friction coefficient Into a drag coefficient
referred to the cylindrical cross section, it is necessary to know the
area of the ogival nose.
Determination of the 0gival Nose Area
The surface area,A,of any body of revolution of axial length L Is
19.
L
given by:

0
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In the case of the ogive, we have

As shown by Charles J. Kulisbek, the Integral bas a simple analytical
solution.

I., L=

!N-/4,cin

Ic-L-V

.

L

A
A

2T

f+b

_L)T]

Vb1.

= 2_7r 6Ncfo

&x

+

__

[I'

J5&.

27rN.~x~

joo

+

i

A = 2wbNc I r
A = 2"rrbNc I n'(]

2rN (X)

2 ITNcL .

?or a 16.25 caliber ogive, it was found that the surface area t 8.465
square-calibers. i.e., 8.465 D2 , where D is the mzim cross-sectional
diaeter of the ogive.
20. The cylindrical portion of the body being 6 calibers long, its surface
area will be 6 Tr square-calibers.
ne total area of the ogive-plus-oylinder
Is then 27.315 sqqare-olibers.
The axiua cross-sectional area of the
missile to which the various drag coefficients are referred Is Ir/
sqnare-calibers. The ratio of the wetted area to the cross-sectional area
Is then 34.778, which Is the factor by which the skin friction factor Cf
should be multiplied in order to get the skin friction drag coefficient, 0 JDeS
The latter is given in the table below:
2M

II

laminar Skin riction Drag Coefficient at
Wind-Tunnel Mich Numbers

1.86'
01P.IO~
0.21

2.5

0.2

3.24
0*027
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Turbulent Skin Friction

2-1.

The case of the turbulent boundary laver lends itself to a considerably
less reliable analysis than the laminar case, and the numerical results
obtained by various theoretical analysts differ considerably. This is, of
course, minly due to the fact that not only the real nature of turbulence
is unknown, but no successful model describing this phenomenon has
been

presented.
Among the various analyses available, some, like Van Driest's
and Ferrari*, assume with Prandtl that the mixing length I
is proportional
to the distance y along a direction normal to the surface of the missile;
others (Prankl and Vois el, Wilson, etc. ) assume with von Kaman that I is
proportional to (Ctjc(/(V
j1 d?). where u should be taken as the component of
the free-stream velocity parallel to the surface of the missile, at a given
distance from the nose.
The methods also differ from each other in the way
compressibility is taken into account, and in the mathematical approximations
used.
A critical
review of these various analyses has been made In the
excellent report of Morris Rubesin and his co-workers (reference (h)) which
includes a representative bibliography.
Therefore only the major concluaions
that may be derived from this study will be presented here.
22. In the analysis made by Prankl and Voishel, the limiting case for
N - 0 leads to the formula derived by Schlichting:

Cf

IS

-

LYS

where Re is the Reynolds number of the undisturbed stream.
The other analyses
do not lead to the same limiting value, but, for comparison's sake, it is
convenient to refer all
the results to the Schlichting equation, which yields
the following numerical values:
Table III

Schlichting's Friction Drag Coefficient at Wind-Tunnel Mach

CDsF*

1.86

2.5

3.24

4.5

0.124

0.130

0.138

0.154

23.
From the results calculated by Rubesin,
following table giving the value of Cf Cf).
represents the Schlichting value), for N3c

for several representative analyses made.

Numbers

the author constructed the
, (where the denominator

6

umbers between I and 4, and
The entry of the last line,
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labelled 93 xtsndod Frankl-Voishel Analysti", follovs the nomenclature used
This analysis, however, was made by Rubesin, along the
in reference (h).
lines indicated by Frankl, but assuming a linear variation of viscosityvith temperature, and solving the momentum integral nomerioally to avoid
certain simplifications made by Prmnkl which would have reduced the
applicability of the method to the range of low supersonic Maoh numbers.
Table IV
Ratio of Friction Drag Coefficients Calculated by Various Theories
to the Schlichting Value for M - 0

NschNumber

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

Van Driest

0.950

0.900

0,845

0.480

0.7435

0.680

0.650

Wilson

0.950

0.860

0.?90

0.725

0.660

0.600

0.560

Xxtended FP-

0.925

0.845

0.760

0.690

0.625

0.560

0.515

The comparison between these analyses is also represented graphically in
Figure 7. It is seen that, at a Pbch number of the order of 4, the
discrepancy between the numerical results of the three methods mentioned
here Is fairly high.
24.

The various theoretical analyaes were compared by Rubesin with available

experimental data, It appears that within the range of Mach numbers and
Reynolds numbers presently considered, the extended Frankl-Volshel theory
predicts the skin friction coefficient better than the others. The accuracy
Is better than 5% at Mach numbers up to 2.5. In general the agreement
between theory and experiment would seen to be very good, but a comparison
of a typical experimental boundary-layer velocity distribution with a similar
distribution calculated by Rabesin according to the Frankl-Voishel extended
analysis revealed that the velocity profiles were not coincident. A similar
study made by Wilson, following his own analysis of the boundary layer,
shoved a similar discrepancy in the profiles (reference (i)).
This seem

to indicate that, as far as the skin friction coefficient is concerned, the
agreement between theory and experiment my be fortuitous, and that none of
the present theories should be considered wholly reliable.
25. From comparisons between predicted and experimental values of the
drag coefficient, the author arrived to conclusions similar to those of
Rubsoin, and consequently the extended Prankl-Voishl analysis was used
in the present study. Advantage was taken of the Interpolation formula
derived by Rubesin and given below:

C

0.472
lotR)!(+11M)
10
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where e and YA are the Reynolds
the free-etroem conditions.
ths

mnnerioily to within
26.

umber and the Mach umber related to
forimla represents the results computed

12%in the range O<MA 4.

The valu, of the turbulent skin friction drag coefficient corresponding

to the wind-tumnel tests of the AAP Is then given by the table below:
bble r

Ratimted Turbulent S8in Friction Drag Coefficient at Wind-Twunel

Mach Numbers

(Extended PYrWA-Voishl Notbod)

N

I

.F

1.86

2.5

3.24

0.9
O.'M

0.0891.

0.0814 0.0724

4.5

27. Using the results of Flare 7, the following table, giving the turbulent
skin friction drag coefficients obtained by various methods can be computed:
Table VI
Turbulent Skin Friction Drag Coefficients Calculated by Various )Ithods

1.86
0.1240

2.5
061300

3.24
0.1380

4.5

Van Driest

0.1066

0.1015

0.0978

0.09

Wilson

0.1005

0.0942

0,0872

0.

Ext. 7-1

0.0970

0.0891

0.0814

0.072

N

Schliating
for

K=0

0.15

Mixed Beoundary ayers
28. Raving determined the skin friction drag coefficient for turbulent
boundary layers at the various Mah numbers occurring in the wind tunnel,
the next problem is to predict the nature of the boundary layer as a
function of the nozzle Mach number.
This problem cannot at present be
solved analytically, and we have to base our estimated guess on the
observation of a umber of wind-tunnel seblieren photographs. Though the
determination of the nature of the boundary layer from a soblieren picture
is by no means always precise, it appears that, at a Mach number of 1.86,
the ogival bead only is in laminar flow, while at Mach numbers of 2.5 and
11
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If part 'of the
higher, the boundary layer i laminar over the whole model.
boundary layer only to laminar, calling C1 ad 2 the skin friction drag
coefficients for the laminar and turbulent boundary layers respectively,
the total %.F ° for the model will be:

c, + k c,.

Ck,

k, + ,
where k l and k 2 are the areas of the body wetted by & laminar and turbulent
boundary layer, respectively.
If the laminar flow is localized to the
ogive, we have: k 1 a 8.465 and k 2 "m 18.850.
Hence the following table
which gives our estimated values of the skin friction drag coefficient:
Table VII
Final Estimated ralues of the Skin Friction Drag Coefficient at
Tunnel Mach Numbers

J
0D%.y.

1.86

2.50

3.24

4.5o

0.073

o.o24

0.027

0.034

Vind-

The variation of the akin friction drag coefficients calculated in this
chapter bas been plotted as a function of the NMch number in Figure 8.

Base Drag
29. The component of the drag which is the most difficult to evaluate Is,
without much doubt, the base pressure drag. No analytical evaluation of
this drag has been umde yet, even in a simplified form. The Reynolds
number effect on the base drag is vory important insofar as it affects the
boundary layer, but so are the influences of a variation of the velocity
or the temperature distributions. A correct prediction of base-pressure
values requires a full
knowledge of the boundary-layer profiles.
30.

The base drag coefficient, %,is

given by:

CD =

,

where I
snthe base pressure, V% the pressure of the undisturbed stream,
and M te
free-stream Mach number. It is therefore necessary to know the
value of pb/Pl for & given missile as a function of the Mach number and
Reynolds number in order to determine its base drag.
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31.

Fortunately, certain simplifications can be made.

The experimental

results presently available seem to indicate that the head shape has little
influence over the base pressure. Dr. A. C. Charters remarks that the
flows over conical heads with slightly different cone angles should reach

about the same condition over the body.

When the cone angle at the nose

tip is decreased, the head pressure t also decreased, but at the sae time
the drop in pressure around the shoulder to the body ts decreased, and the
two should tend to cancel.
By application of the tangent cone method
presented in reference (a), similar considerations may be applied to the
ogive.
The interference between head and base seems to become worthy of
consideration only when the length of the attached cylinder Is of the order
of one caliber or loes (see reference (j)).
It can therefore be inferred
that, at least in first approximation, all square-based missiles of about
the same over-alllength, tested under the same atmospheric conditions and
at the same Mach number, will have the same base drag coefficient.
32. Some conclusions on the Reynolds number effect on base pressures
were drawn by the author from a study of base pressure measurements by
Dr. H. H. Kurswg (references (k) and (1)). From his results the following
table my be drawn.
Table VIII
Pbpl Values Obtained by H. H. Kursveg in NOL Wind-Tunnel Tests
Rernolds number in millons9

1

2

3

4

5

X a 1.56

0.50

0.61

0.67

0.68

-

X - 1.86

0.45

0.56

o.61

0.62

-

N - 2.48

o.45

o.46

0.45

0.50

0.52

N - 2.87

0.50

0.42

0.39

0.41

-

N

0.62

0.47

0.39

-

-

- 3.24

The reader Is reminded that the Reynolds number of the model at the various
Mach numbers corresponding to the wind-tunnel tests of the AAP my be found
in paragraph 18.

33. The results of Table VIII are plotted in Figures 9 and 10.

It may be
seen that the curves giving the pressure ratio Pb/Pl as a function of the
Mach number first decrease almost linearly, reach a minimum and increase
again toward an asymptotic value. At low Mach numbers (below three), the
curves corresponding to Reynolds numbers of three million and above are

13
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almost perfect straight lines, but the curve corresponding to a Reynolds
number of one million already presents a minimum at & Ikeh number of the
order of 2* As the Reynolds number increases, the minim value Of the

curve seems to shift slightly toward higher Dbch numbers.

It Is unfortunate

that no information Is available on bass pressures In the range of high
ibsh numbers and Reynolds numbers to confirm this bypothesis. At present,
the portions of the curves above a Moch number of 3.25 are no more than
plausible guesse, but their general shape is probably correct.
34. The shape of the curves presented in Figure 10 my eplain certain
discrepancies between test values of the bass pressures obtained in different
wind tunnels, and also between wind-tunnel and free-flight values. It my
be seen that the pressure-ratio curves for Reynolds numbers of one and two
million are fairly vile apart. At a )kch umber below two for Instance,
the curve for Re - 10"
11 give a mach lower value of the pressure ratio
than the curve Re: 2,10r,but the reverse Is true at a Nkch number of
three and above. The wind-tunnel Reynolds umber Is therefore an Important
consideration.
On the other hand, at large values of the Reynolds number,
the curves get very close together, and, as far as ful1-scale missiles are
concerned, even a substantial change in the length of the body should not
affect the base pressure, unless very high altitudes are reached. Yhe
assumption made by Dr. Charters in reference (n) that the base pressure to
independent of the Reynolds number is probably quite satisfactory at high
Reynolds numbers, but the sea assumption used in the Interpretation of
wind-tunnel data and in correlation between such data and full-scale tests
would be erroneous.

35.

From the curves presented in Figure 10, extrapolated when necessary,
the following table was obtained:
55tble IX
B1ae Drag Coefficient vs Vind-Tunnel Test Mach lumber

L
CD

j

1.86

2.5

3.24

4.5

0.151

0.123

o.o6

0.015

Total Body-Drag Coefficient
36. Now that the three basic components of the body-draC coefficient have
been estimted, the following table my be set up:

14
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Table I

Body-Drg Components and Total Body-Ukg vs. kch Number.

Couparison

With Wind-Tunel Data.

x
Estimated

1.86

2.5

3.24

4.5

0.051

0.051

0.048

0.08

htimted 07

0.073

0.024

0.027

o

Retted %

0.151

0.123

0.076

0.015

off ciont in OL 0.275
Sobtained
obt-aned et$
0.265

0.198
0.200

0.151

0.097

0.145

M0.080

intiated

body-drag

The variation of the drag components with the Mwch number In Illustrated
in Figure 17. Over the range of Mach numbers considered, the wave drag
coefficient remains practically constant. fhe skin friction coefficient
varies substantially only in the region of transition, when a turbulent
boundary layer begins to appear on the cylindrical portion of the model.
The variation of the base pressure drag coefficient parallels that of the
total body-drag coefficient, and below N w 3.5, the base pressure drag in
by far the most significant factor.
Accuracy of the Estimated Components of the Body-Drag Coefficient
37. If u, v, w and y represent the wave, skin friction, base and total
body-drag coefficients respectively, and if ru, r., rv, and R are their
respective probable= errors. then

r

L+ V+w
2

R

a~ncL

2.

2

L-=tDAI
, + r

R

(-

The probable error in the computed values of the wave drag should be less
than 1%, and could, if necessary, be reduced by computing the pressure
distributions analytioal1y.
It should not exceed 1 O.001 within the range
of ftch numbers considered here. At Nach numbers of 2.5 and above, when
the boundary later Is fully laminar, the probable error in the skin friction
coeffici6nt should not exceed + 5%, and it is possible again to take ry w0.001.
At Mach numbers below 2.5, the uncertainty becomes greater, because the
value of the skin friction for a turbulent boundary layer is not known as
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well as for a laminar boundary layer, and because the position of the
transition point Is itself subject to a rough approximation. This i
compensated to some extent by the fact that the base pressure coefficient
is best. knovn in this range of Mach numbers, The estimtes of the probable
errors in the components and the resulting value for the total body-drag
coefficient are presented in Table XI. The body drag at a Mach number of
1.86, for example, should then read: 0.275 t 0.011.
Table XI
Estimated Errors on the Body-Drag Components and Resulting Error
in the Computed Value of the Total Body Drag

..
86

X

S0.001

2.5

3.24

4.3

0001

0.001

0.001

rv

0.009

0.001

0.001

0.001

rv .

0.009

0.009

0.009

0.014

R

0.013

0.010

0.009

0.01o
4

4.7

5.0

6.0

R as % F CD

14.5

38. As may be seen from the above table, there is relatively little change
in the absolute value of the error in the drag coefficient over the Mach
number range considered. On the other hand, the relative error my vary
from t 5% to + 15% of the estimated drag coefficient. The importance of
obtaining more experimental data on the base pressure drag at high Mach
numbers under various Reynolds number conditions is obvious.
Comparison with Experimental Results
39. The curves of the estimated and measured vind-tunnel body drag am
shown in Figure 11, It can be seen that the correlation is excellent at
the lover Mach numbers, and fairly good even at a Mach number of 4.5.
At this Mach number, due to a poor knowledge of the base drag, the probable
error on the estimated result becomes fairly large. It happens in this
particular case that the absolute value of the prolable error on the
estimated result is almost equal to the difference betveen the estimated
and the experimental value. But this might well be simply coincidental.
At high Mach numbers especially, the accuracy of wind-tunnel drag measurements is doubtful, and such experimental results cannot be used to determine
the accuracy of the present method of prediction.
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PART I I

Drag Due to the Addition of Fine
40. The addition of the fins affects the total drag in several ways.
The
fi have a wave drag of their own, contribute to the skin friction and
modify the base drag in two different ways:
a. Because of a change in the flow pattern at the rear of the body
and In the wake, the base pressure will be different from the case of the
body without fins.
b. The bass of the fins contributes an increase of base area as
compared to the case of the body alone.
On the other hand, for the case of sero angle of incidence as treated in
this Report, there Is no cross-flow effect to be considered.
41. The original configuration of the finned body of the ALP, as used in
VOL wind-tunnel tests, is shown in Figure 12. Note that the over-all
diameter Is twice the diameter of the body alone. The fin thickness was
originally 0.375 in. For the wind-tunnel tests, the fin thickness was
0.1096 in. and the body diameter was 1.3 in.
42. The problem of wave drag of a flat plate with beveled edges has not
yet been solved analytically, but it was considered satisfactory as a first
approximation to replace the beveled-edged flat plate by a symmetrical
double-wedge airfoil section, the drag of which has been determined
analytically. The fin configuration was redesigned as shown in Figure 13.
43. The present calculations follow the method of reference (o) which is
based on the linearized supersonic theory and assumes that the shock waves
are sufficiently weak to be approximated by Mach waves. Further restrictions
defining the class of wings to which the charts of reference (o) apply are
as follows:
a. The wings are syumetrical about an axis In the direction of the
free stream;
b.

the wings are of hexagonal planform;

c. the leading edges are swept back;
d. the side edges are parallel to the free stream; and
e. the airfoil section is polygonal and symmetric about the plane of
the wing.
The restrictions listed above limit the attitude to nonyawed positions.
17
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44. The wave dreg coefficient at sore lift,, 0 1 , in given by the sum of
the wave drag coefficients resulting from the thickness distribution, Olb,
and from the camber distribution, 0, that to

Since the fin profile as shown in Figure 3 is s~my trical about the chord
line, the wave drag due to camber distribution will be sero and therefore
the total wave drag coefficient at sero lift will be the wave drag coefficient which results from thickness distribution.
45.

A shown by

llis Lapin in reference (o), the wave d

due to thickness distribution, may be computed in the form

Coeffigient O b#
Coj/A

, Vher

p is the local slope of the wing auface of an uncambered wing, and .

Is equal to
.M'-I
where N is the Nach number. The coefficient ACs,//
"
is computed by considering it to be composed of two parts
the princial
part is PC _/ I
which represents the drag coefficient at zero lift.
To this Iseded an Incremental correction 15A, Cob/ 4A'
which is the
Incremental drag coefficient at zero lift nuced by the presence of side
edges. In addition, another correction
PAaoCDb/, A
must be added to
account for the influence of a subeonic rear edge.
correction is
dependent upon the change in surface slope when proceeding from one element
to the succeeding element. The obarts presented In the above-mentioned
reference give 15 C0 / p 1
and the two incremental corrections as
functions of the plnfo"r parameters a, mt/m and t/me. These parameters
are defined as follows:

Vhs

*

ratio of the slope of the leading edge to the )ach line slope;

at 8 ratio of the slope of the trailing edge to the NIch line slope;
at a ratio of the slope of a ray connecting the fin loading edge vertex
and the tip trailing edge to the Mach line slope.
Numerical Computations of Planform
Parameters and (b
46. The fin profile Is divided into elements (I and II as shown in Pigure 13)
from which the planform parameters are determined:
BL3WNT I

S

-

0.8058
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The quantities s, b, and h are shown gTaphically in Figure 13 and defined
in the list of symbols found at the end of this Report.
The parameter m is given by the expression

M Mwhere M is the Mach number.
Therefore the basic drag coefficient and the two Incremental corrections
may be found from the charts of reference (o), using the above-defined
parameters.
. A sample computation of the wave drag coefficient, Oyb. for Element I
at Xkch number 3.24 is shown:
at zero
From the charts of reference (o), the coefficient (CCo/1"
lift and the incremental drag coefficient 3,C 11'. are then given an
follows:

Table XII
Intermediate Coefficients for Fin Drag Calculations

at/nCb/2

PO1

o.4

3.29

-o.319

0.6

398

.. 141

0.8

5.50

-o.o5

48. Since mfn> I , that is to say, the leading edge slope is greater
than the Mbch line slope, and m - at, the incremental drag coefficient
correction P AzCvb/Ap. which accounts for the influence of a subsonic
rear edge, is zero.
At Mach 3.24, when at/
c

- 0.8038,

A2 - 5.501
2-0.

054..
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h9. The wave drag coefficient of tour fins with respect to the body
crous-sectional area is found to be:

%b = (5"5o-o.o54)(o.u5l)2. ABE , 4s

4

3.0818

where AE is the area of the beveled edge projected on the chord line,
whose a~ee are a and h and whose included angle is'I.
The area is
expressed as follows:
A BE = a.h.sinr

= 1.58f1 x 0.3662 sin 18,430
A BE = 0.1831 square-calibers.
Therefore:

[5.447 x (0.1151) 21 0.1831 x 16

CDb
b

[

3.1416

3.0818

CDb = 0.0218.
50. It will be observed that the wave drag at an angle of zero lift of the
AAP fin will be the airvise force resulting from the pressure distribution on
the beveled edge only; the flat plate element will contribute nothing to the
pressure drag. Therefore, the wave drag of the AAP fins will be represented by
the wave drag of the beveled edge (Element I in Figure 13), the drag contribu.tion of Element II being neglected. The following chart shows the results of
the above method of computation, the wave drag coefficient for the four fins
being referred to the body cross-sectional area.
Table XTTII
Fin Wave Drag Coefficient vs Mach Number (by Lapin' s Method)
Fin Wave Drag

Mach No.
___

Coefficient CDW
_

(Four Fins)

1.86

o.o363

2.50

0.0286

3.24

0.0218

4.50

0.0139
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51. In the above calculations, the Mach number value should be taken not
in the undisturbed stream but in the immediate vicinity of the leading edge
of the fin. The local Mach number at the fin edge can be easily determined if
it is assumed that the static pressure p3 before the shock produced by the
fin is equal to the free-stream static pressure.
52, The computation of local Mach numbers was made for free-stream Mach
numbers of 1.80, 2.00, 3.00, 4.00 and 5.00. Knowing the angle of flow
deflection at the nose of the missile (which is equal to the half-nose
angle), the shock angle may be obtained from Figure 8 of reference (p).
Knowing the shock angle, from Figuire 3 of reference (p), one can obtain
the total pressure ratio Po3 /Pol, where Po is the stagnation pressure
before the shock produced by the fins and po1 is the stagnation pressure
before the shock produced by the missile nose. Assuming isentropic flow
behind the shock waves, the pressure ratio pl/Po , (where Pl is the
free-stream static pressure),is obtained for eack free-stream Mach number
from reference (q). The ratio p3/Po3 may then be computed. We have:
pl

P1

P0 3

= plxPol,

P1l

Po1

o

P03

in which Pl/P
and p03 /po were calculated previously. As it was assumed
that Pl
P3 , he ratio P3 Po is known. To this ratio corresponds a certain
local Mach number which, if iRentropic expansion is assumed, may be obtained
from the tables of reference (q).
53.

The results of the above calculations are presented in Table XIV.
Table XIV
Local Mach Number at the Fin Leading Edge
vs Free-Stream Mach Number
Free-Stream
Mach No.
1.80

Local Mach No,
at Fin Leadin. Edge
1.80

2.00

1.99

3.00

2.99

4.00

3.95

5.00

.88
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It may be seen that, except at the higher Mach numbers, the difference
between free-stream and local Mach number is small, and, as a first
approximation, the free-stream Mach number may be assumed at the leading
adge of the fin.
54. An approximation to the wave drag produced by the fine may be obtained
by another method, suggested by Sidney Fagin. As previously noted in this
report, the wave drag at an angle of sero lift will be the airwise force
resulting from the pressure distribution on the beveled edge only. Omitting
the skin friction drag (calculated later in this report), the fin drag
coefficient may be expressed as the sun of the wave drag coefficient, %,
and the base drag coefficient, Of)B, where
Cb= 2(p2-

)._t.

2(p3 - pbf).t.v

CDB

(per fin), and

(per fin), where

lA
Ac

s

- fin semi-span;

t

=

fin semi-thickness;

pbf = static pressure at the base of the fin;
P2

: static pressure behind the shock;

p3= static pressure in front of the shock;
= I pl.
= free-stream dynamic pressure

Ac

2;

: body cross-sectional area (see Figures 14 and 15).

Then, excluding skin friction, the fin drag coefficient per fin may be
represented by the expression:
=

2(p2 -P3)-t-6
ql.Ac

2(p3-pbf).t.s

ql.Ac

In order to use the above equation, the base pressure at the rear of the
fin must be estimated. An upper value of the fin drag coefficient is
obtained when pbf = 0. Then, for each fin,

2 p2 .tos2p2 tsf\
ql'Aqc
q*
q3 .At q,

(/p\(\*

73

q
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Therefore, in order to compute the fin drag coefficient, it Is necessary
to determine the ratios l2/P3, qIP3 and q,/q 1 as functions of the
free-stream Ibch number.
55. The shock angle oc (see Figure 14) can be determined as a function of
the free-stream Ich number and the flow deflection angle (half-cone angle)
from the Oblique Shock Tables of reference (q). The normal component
of the Mach number in front of the shock Is then equal to X.ina, and the
corresponding values of p,/p1 are found from the Normal Shock Tables for
" - 1.4 in reference (q) (uner the column heading p2/pl). Similarly,
the ratio q,/p is found from the Isentropic Tables of reference (q) for
given values o M3 (under the column heading q/p). Finally, the ratio
q /qj may be determined in the following manner: knowing the free-stream
Zh number X, and the Mach number J at the leading edge of the fin. the
pressure ratios q1 /p1 and q3 /pj may be obtained from the Isentropic Flow
Tables of reference (q) (under the column heading q/p). Hence q3/qj is
readily obtained as a function of the free-stream Mach number, and finally
D my be calculated.
56. The values of the drag coefficient, referred to the body cross-sectional
area (excluding skin friction), as calculated by the fabove method,are
presented in Table X below:
Table X
Total Fin Drag Coefficient ve Free-Stream
Mach Number (By the Static Pressure
Assumption Method)
re-Stream Mach No.

Total Fin Drag Coefficient.

1.86

0.123

2.50

0.076

3.241

0. 049

4.5o

0.030

It should be remembered that these values are only upper limits of the
total fin wave drag coefficient, excluding skin friction. Further investigations of this point are necessary and will be made, but at present the
author doubts that the above method would provide enough accuracy for
practical purposes, unless some fairly good assumptions on the value of
the fin base pressure can be made.
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Fin Skin Friction
57.

Tht total longitudinal length of a fin in the original wind-tunnel
The reader is
reminded that the Reynolds number per foot of model in the NOL wind tunnel@
varies from 4.1 million at M = 1,86 to 1.2 million at X - 4.5. Furthermore,
the air velocity at the fin is smaller than the velocity of the undisturbed
stream. Hence, except perhaps at the lowest )ach number, the flow along
the fin will be almost entirely laminar, and use may be made of the equation
presented in paragraph 16:

models of. the AAP was equal to 3 calibers, or 0.325 ft.

C fR

=

1328-00217 M /

where Cf is the skin friction factor referred to the unit area of the
wetted surface of the fin.
58. To obtain the fin skin friction drag coefficient, it is necessary to
know the ratio of the total wetted area of the four fins to the crosssectional area of the body. The wetted surface of a fin consists of two
beveled edges, two planforms and the fin tip. The area ratio was found to
be equal to 16.10, which is the qvantity by which the fin skin friction
factor mut be multiplied in order to obtain the fin skin friction coefficient. Hence, the following table may be obtained:
Table XVI
Fin Skin Friction Drag Coefficient
ve. Ych Number

Yree-Streaa
XIch No.

E

Skin Friction Factor
(per unit of wetted area)

Fin Skin 7rictio,
Drag Coefficient,
Four Fine

1.86

0.00110

0.0178

2.50

0.00124

0.0199

3.24

0.00142

0.0229

4.50

0.00179

0.0289

Contributions of the Fins to the Total Base Drag
59. The base pressure for the body alone, as determined in Part I of this
Report, will be changed by the presence of the fins, due to changes in the
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flow at the rear of the missile and in the wake* This effect does not seem
to be presently amenable to an analytical treatment of practical reliability,
and about the only source of information on this subject would be & Judicious
generalization of experimental data. Unfortunately such data are available
only for the lower Mach number range, and even in that range are far from
plentiful. The ratio of base pressures for a given missile with and without
the fins seems to be little
dependent upon the exact fin configuration (as
It varies
long as the general shape remains approximately the same).
probably with the number of fins and their spacing. And it certainly is
greatly dependent upon the Mach number and the Reynolds number (or more
accurately, the characteristic values of the boundary layer near the base).
60. Some interesting values of base pressures on a model of AAP with and
without fins were obtained at OAL and communicated to the writer by
J. 2. Greene. The tests were made at Mach numbers of 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5.
In
the OL tunnels, the Reynolds number per incD of model is 5.23 x 105 at
N a 1.5. 6.22 x 105 t M
2.0 and 6.01 xl10- at N a 2.5. The length of
the models tested was 10,52 in. and 13.32 in. corresponding to body diameters
of 1.30 in. and 1.65 in. respectively. For each Mach number, the tests were
therefore made at two different Reynolds numbers. The results obtained are
presented in the table below.
Table XVII
Comparison of Base Pressure Coefficients for
AAP Model With and Without Fins (OiL
Experimental Data)

N ,.5

N

-6

-6

Without

5.50
0.66

6.97
0.97

With fins

0.64

;iowithout 0.97

6.32
0.40

8.00
0,82

0.74

0.30

0.70

0.756

0.75

0854

6.54
0.50

8.28
0.98

0.94

0.45

0.97

0.90

..

..

_

Re X 10 - 6

Re x 10

Re x 10

fin

N a

2

...

.

Correlating the above results with others obtained in the NOL wind tunnel or
determined indirectly from various total drag tests, the approximate curves
presented in Figure 16 appear to be the most probable. These curves give
the factor by which the base pressure of the body alone should be multiplied
to take into account the presence of the four fins.
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61.

It is then possible to set up the base drag calculations as in the

table below, using curve (A) of Figure 16.
Table

VIII

ae. Pressure Drag of Finned Oonfiguration

Mach Number

1.86

2.50

3.24

4.50

Re, millions

4.44

3.36

2.38

1.30

pb/Pl for bare body

0.634

0.461

o.440

o.6

Correction Fator
for fin presence ,

o

0.472

0.97

0

Pb/P, for finned body

0.434

0.215

0.208

0.7

0.284

0.218

0.131

0.02

.684

DB for finned bod
62.

,.O..9

The following drag breadown table can then be prepared, and by adding

the various drag components,

the total drag of the finned body may be plotted.

Table XIX
Drag BreakdLown of the Finned Missile at Various
Wind-Tunnel Mach Numbers

Mach Number

1.86

2.50

3.24

4.50

%

body

0.051

0.051

0.o18

o.o48

Cs.P. body

0.073

0.024

0.027

0.03

0.284

0.218

0.131

0.020

0.036

0.029

0.022

0.014

fins

0.018

0.020

0.023

0.029

body + fins

0.462

0.342

0.251

0.145

%

bodY

fins

fins

s.P.
CD

T=TA

CD body alone

0.275

TOTAL
Ratio 0 D

Total
body + flag,
body alone

0.198
_

1.680

_

0.151
_

_

1..27
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63.

The variation of the various drag components, as veil as the total

drag of the finned missile., as a function of the vind-tunnel Mach nmber,

has been plotted in Figure 17. The importance of each drag contribution,
expressed as a percentage of the total drag, in shown in Table XX.
Table ]X
Contribution of the Various Drag Components
Uxpressd as a Percentage of the Total Drag

Mach lumber
%

1.86

2.50

3.24

4.50

body

11.0

14.9

19.1

33.1

OJSp body

15.8

7.0

10.8

2.

61.5

63.7

52,2

13.8

fine

7.8

8.5

8.8

9.7

S JO fine

3.9

5.9

9.1

20.0

"

100

100

100

100

(body + fins)

CD

64. It in interesting to note the very large increase in drag due to the
presence of the fine, as compared with the drag of the bare body, the two
drag curves being plotted in Pigwre 18. Such an increase varies roughL
between 50 and 70 percent over the Mach number range considered. Comparison
of Tables X, XIX, and XX leads to the following conclusions: The wave drag
coefficient of the body alone remains approximately constant in absolute
value as the Mach number is varied, but as the total dreg coefficient
decreases with Increasing Mach number, the relative Importance of the body
wave drag coefficient increase.
Te variation of the body skin friction
coefficient, which, of course, is not changed by the presence of fins, has
already been discussed. With regard to the vevo drag and the skin friction
of the fins themselves, the combination of the two is roughly of the same
order of magnitude as the drag of the body due to the head shookweve, Just
as in the case of the bare body, the drag due to the base pressure appears
to be a very important factor, contributing In the lower Mach number range
more than half of the total drag. It is interesting to note that, at a
Mach number of 2.5, the contribution of the fine to the sum of the wave
drag and skin friction drag coefficients is only 0.049, while the same
fins add 0.095 to the base pressure drag coefficient. It should be noted
agaIn that wat appears to be the largest contribution to the total drag
coefficient comes from a component of the drag for which no rigorous
analysis seems possible, and for which there still exists a great penury of
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reliable and diversified experimental data. Until such a time when these
unfortunate circumstances are fully remedied, an engineering guehs" of
the total drag coefficient and the drag breakdown Is
hoped for.

the best that can be

CONCOUSI OS
65.
It is hoped that the method presented
y be used to obtain reliable
estimates of the drag coefficients of four-finned missiles in the wind
tunnels, in the ranges, and in free-flight at full scale. The practical
value of this method may be determined only after the results of a nuaber
of computations for different conditions are compared with the corresponding
experimental data.
Like any empirical method strongly based on experimental
information, this method should be improved as more refined experimental
data are available. The correlations made so far are very satisfactory.
They have not been presented here because they are not yet sufficiently
numerous or independent, and might cause the reader to attribute to the
method a greater reliability than It actually deserves.
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List of Symbols
ps - Pi

AP

pressure at the surface of the body

Ps

=

P1

= static pressure of the undisturbed stream
M2

q

= dynamic pressure, equaal to i

T

= ratio of specific heats of air

M

-

Mach number of the undisturbed stream

= wave drag coefficient

= ogive wslenderness" ratio =axial length of the ogive

radius of the tangent cylinder

L

= axial length of the body

D

= diameter of the body

K

=

similarity parameter =

free-stream Mach number
fineness ratio of ogive

=-angle between an elemental area,dA,on the ogival nose and the
direction of motion
R
Nc

= radius of the tangent cylinder, maximum radius of the ogive
= caliber number of the ogive

A

- surface area of the ogival nose

u

= component of the velocity parallel to the surface of the missile,
at a given distance from the nose

y

=

1

= mixing length in turbulent boundary layer

-03

Pb

distance along a direction normal to the surface of the missile,
at a given distance from the nose

" = skin friction drag coefficient, referred to the cylinder crosssectional area
= pressure at the base of the model
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List of Symbols (continued)
CDB

= base pressure drag coefficient

ru

= probable error on the wave drag coefficient

rv

w probable error on the skin friction coefficient

r

= probable error on the bass pressure drag coefficient

w

R
Cal

= probable error on the total body drag coefficient
= induced drag coefficient-of fin

CL

= lift

Cr)

= wave drag coefficient of fin resulting from the thickness distribution

CC

coefficient of fin

= wave drag coefficient of fin resulting from the camber distribution
= local slope of the wing surface

= Vi
i

t

ot

= ratio of the slope of the fin leading edge to the Mach line slope

mt

= ratio of the slope of' the fin trailing edge to the Mach line slope

at

= ratio of the slope of a ray connecting the fin leading edge vertex
and the tip trailing edge to the Mach line slope

ABE

= area of the beveled edge projected on the chord line

a, h

= length of sides of the beveled edge projection on the chord line

y

= included angle of the beveled edge

p3

= static pressure before the shock produced by the fin

P03

= stagnation pressure before the shock produced by the fin

po1

= stagnution pressure before the shock produced by the missile nose

p2

= static pressure behind the shock produced by the fin section through
the horizontal plane
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List of Symbols

(coninued)

Pbf

- static pressure at the base of the fin

a

a fin sei-opan; vertical length of the fin loading-edge

t

= fig emi-thickness
= shook angle

Ac

- body oross-setional area

= angle between the olemntal aurfaoe and the direction of motion
= angle made by the tangent to the ogival contour at a point (x, y)
with the ogival axis
Re
b1

w Reynolds nmbe
horizontal length of the fin leading edge

b2

a length of fin tip chord

h

a ohordwis distanoefro the fin leading edge to the point of
maSz±ni3 thickness

Cf

- Skn friction factor, referred to the unit area of wetted skin
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